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- Editor's Notes

Personally, I find it ironic and somewhat

peculiar to be writing the summer edition
of the TAASPNewsletter in the midst of a
snowstorm. I am hoping that the ice on the
lake will crack before I do. By the time
of the October issue, I hope to have been
radiated by somewarmsunshine, especially
now that I have accepted a new appointment
at Brock University. As of July 1,1983,
I would ask that you send all contributions
to: Dr. Ann Marie Guilmette, School of
Physical Education and Recreation, Brock
University, St. Catharines, Ontario,
L2S 3A1 Canada.

In the October issue, I am planning to
focus on liThe State of the Art in Play".
To this end, I have already received a note
on "Deep Pl ay" from' Anna K. Nardo. I am
still awaiting contributions from Klaus
Meier (University of Western Ontario) and
Steven Fox (North Dakota State). Thus far,
they have not sent their solicited manuscripts
as they promised they would, so I am taking
the liberty of makin9 this note their first
puclic notice of chastisement. Anyoneelse
who may have recent theoretical or methodo-
logical contributions is also invited and
encouraged to send their material to me.
Another possibility, which I am considering,
is a Newsl'}tter directed toward ethnographic
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contributions. I ~lre~dy h~ye ~ p~per by
Ase Enerstyedt w,hi,chwiJ 1 be fe~tured in q
forthcoming editton and Helen Schwartzman
has agreed to send her recent*ethnographi'c
efforts. Other ethnographic contributions
are also invited and encouraged. I would
remind all TAASPmembers that any and all
contributions are encouraged and welcomed.

Communications

The Tenth Annual TAASPMeetings, 1984

Barney Mergen (TAASP)and Joe Arbena (Clemson)
are busy making plans for next year's
TAASPmeetings, to be held from Wednesday
aft~rnoon, March 28, through Saturday,
March 31, 1984, in Clemson, South Carolina.
The theme of the meeting is liThe Cultural
Dimensions of Play, Games, and Sport".
Professor Arbena is building his annual
"Sport and Society" Conference around the
program theme and taking steps to develop
several key symposia out of his budget
that will be of great interest to TAASP
members. He is also inviting several keynote
speakers. Names and details will be available
later in the Newsletter.

Details regarding arrangements have not
been finalized, but TAASPand NASSS
participants will be housed in one of two
spacious motels near the Clemson campus.
Negotiations are under way. A registration
fee of $25 will be charged this year. This
will include one Friday luncheon session,
a subscription cocktail, a wine-and-cheese
party, and shuttle service, in addition to
all program materials.

Persons interested in presenting twenty
minute papers at these meetings should
submit a title and a 250 word abstract by
November 1, 1983 to the program chairman:
Bernard Mergen, American Studies Program,
George Washington University, Washington,
D.C., 20052 U.S.A. Don't forget to include
your registration fee with your abstract.
For local arrangements information, contact
Joe Arbena, Department of History,

,

Clems:jnUniversity, Clemson, South Carolina,
29631 U.S.A. '

Dqvid Laney (College of Education,
Artzona State Uni'vers;ty, Temp~,
Arizona, 85281 U.S.A.) requests that
any TAASPmembers,who areiworking with,-
ktds and microcomputers, contact him.
Davtdisespecially interested in
communicating with those individuals
who clas~ify (Conceptualize) the
comp'uter less as a tool and more as a
toy.

The ~errin;;;Palmer Society met in
Detroi t Michigan, April, 1983. For program
highlights, details, or interested future
participants, writ~: Eli Saltz, Me~rtll
Palmer Society, WayneState University,
71 E. Ferry Ave., Detroit, Michigan,
48202 U.S.A. .

Olympic Academy VII met May 30 to June 3,
1983 at Texas Tech University. Direct
inquiries for additioDal information to
USOAVII, P. O. Box 4070, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 U.S.A.

From the IPA (International Association
for the Child's Right to Play) Newsletter,
a Play Resource Unit is interested in .
forging international links in order to }
continue and expand the work of co-ordinatlng
and disseminating information on play;
direct enquiries to: Vicky Hunter, Team
Leader, Play Resource Unit, Moray House
College of Education, Holyrood Ro~d,
Edinburgh, EH88AQ, Scotland.

Laughing Matters by Joel Goodman, a
quarter1y publication, can be purchased
through liThe Humor Project", 179 Spring
St., Saratoga Springs, N.Y., 12866 U.S.A.

TAASP Fellows
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In Volume 8, Number 3, Spring, 1982 of
the Newsletter, Alyce Cheska provided a
listing of TAASPFellows. The procedures
for application to Fellow Status are:
According to the TAASPConstitution,
"Fellows of the Association are those
t'1emberswho are actively engaged in
furthering the body of knowledge in the
anthropology of playas evidenced by their
current scholarly research". (Article III.
Section 3.) If you wish to apply for



the status of Fellow in TAASP,please
submit your professional vita with
special emphasis on your research,
publ i cation, and s'ervi'ce tn the study of
play to the President, Kendall Blanchard.
This appl ication must be in wrtti'ng to the
Executive Council. Election to Fellowship
is based on a majority vote of the Council
which convenes at each annual meeting;
however, a special mail vote can be obtained
when considered appropriate by the President.
Whynot submit your materials this summer?

The TAASPExecutive welcomes two new
Fellows to the association for 1983--
Jay Beckwith and James H. Duthie. The
diversity of TAASPis exemplified in the
backgrounds of these two Fellows. Beckwith
is a play environment designer, while Duthie
is an experimental social psychologist.

Jay Beckwith offers the following for
the Newsletter: Dear Colleagues:

A quick reading of the membership
roster of TAASPreveals a surprising fact;
many of the supporters are not anthropolo-
gists and a large percentage of the members
are involved with physical education. Two
questions emerge from this observation:
what do these non-anthropologists find of
value in membership; and, what does this
large constituency mean to the organization,
its meetings, newsletter and future?

In recent years there has been a signif-
icant movement toward alternatives to
competitive sports in all areas of physical
education. Part of this is an outgrowth
of jogging and the other forms of cardio-
vascular exercise which have become a corner-
stone of modern preventive medicine. In
part, this is a reaction to the increasing
commercialization of sports which turns an
ever greater percentage of the population
into consuming, passive, spectators. The
emerging feminist consciousness has played
a part both in bringing a non-macho interest
to sports and games and also providing
significant new funding for women's interest.

. As the new games people have discovered,
play is both more basic than sports and an
alternative to it. Play is increasingly
perceived as a "natural" form of exercise
and development. The anthropological study
of play offers the possibility of under-

~ standing this phenomenonon a profound

level, Cro~s cultural comparisons not
only elucidate the nature 6f play through
comparrson and contra~t, but such studies
often provtde tnsptration for new forms
of games and sports in our own culture.
If play is indeed important to social as
well as physical development, then it can
become a consciously employed educational
resource.

Anthropological insights can be used by
teachers to develop new types of physical
education curricula. Designers can use
the information to create more responsive
and humane environments. College profes-
sors can use play theory to demonstrate
the dynamics of acculturation, child
development and methodology to students.

After a period of relative quiet during
which it's lack of rigorous scientific
methodology has been seen as a handicap,
anthropological studies have become a
major and reputable interest area. Part
of this resurgence comes from a reaction
to the quasi-scientific jargon and studies
of the last decade. But a larger contri-
butor has been the subsuming of ethology
and ethological methods under anthropology.
For awhile it appeared that ethology would
swallow anthropology rather than vice versa.
But, in any case, the investigatory technique~
derived from animal studies has become an
-important tool for the anthropologist.
Ethology has become a bridge between the
physical educator and the anthropologist
because it provides information on the
physical as well as the cultural and
symbolic aspects of behavior.

The TAASPNewsletter is an important
link between people who are studying play
behavior and those who are attempting to
facilitate it. The relative informality
of this connection is important because
it allows for more personal and speculative
communication. One of the weaknesses of
both the organization and the newsletter
is that this aspect of the non-anthropol-
ogist participant is sometimes lost in
what can become academic esoterica. It
would help if contributors added comments
on their work which would amplify the
data for those who are attempting application
of theory and information. Even if the
comments were only of a cautionary nature
they would be useful.

Taking this process even a step further,
':!



it would be interesting if more studie~
applied directly to the sorts of questions
practitioners are asking. To illustrate
how this process might work to the mutual
benefit of the participants, I'd like to
put forward some of the questions which,
as a play environment designer, I am
currently concerned.

1. What aspects of the playful inter-
action between parents and children are
effected by environmental factors?

2. Under what circumstances do play-
grounds become a setting for parental
support groups? In such an environment
do parents become models for each other?

3. Howdoes crowding or lack of
environmental diversity effect play patterns?

4. What is the difference between age
harmonious and age different play groups
and what variations occur among commonethnic
groups?

What are the factors which lead a community
to develop a feeling of identification with
a public park?

6. What is the relationship between risk
and play and what features of an environment
can be made to effect the perception of
risk/challenge?

These are just a few of the questions I
have about children's play and it's context.
The search for relevant information is the
main reason for my participation in TAA5P.
Through TAASPI can keep in touch with those
who have access to the research capacity of
the universities. Often, there are mutual
benefits as when I am able to provide an
experimental environment or design for a
researcher. It also seems that study grants
are more readily obtained when there are
practical as well as theoretical outcomes.
The professional diversity of TAASPis one
of its main strengths. I hope that other
non-anthropologists will begin to contribute
to the newsletter with comments on their
activities and questions which may stimulate
further investigations. In particular, I
want to express my thanks to Brian Sutton-
Smith for his continued contribution to
both TAASPand the study of play. His recent
editorship of Play and Learning was especially
meaningful for me as it presented the major
theorists in dialogue. The text is a revelatton
in how far the study of play has come in the
last ten years and how much has yet to be
fully understood.
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In hi,~ ~e"rch for reley~nt information?
I ca.n recOJTJJT)e.ndto Beckwtth ~nd other
pl a¥ground enthus:i'asts that they contact """"".I

Mary Jeavons, PRAV(The Pl aygrounds and ~
Recreation Association of Victoria)--
Play for All, 570 Bourke St., Melbourne,
Australia. Additionally, Beckwith has
contributed to our TAASPmeetings and has
a previous contribution in the Newsletter,
Volume 7, Number 1, Fall, 1980, entitled
"The State of the Pl ayground Industry".

James H. Duthie, one of my graduate
school (tor)mentors, is well known for
his contributions to TAASP. Seven of
his articles have appeared in the TAASP
proceedi ngs: "Pl ay/Non-Pl ay Determinants II

in D.F. Lancy and B.A. Tindall (Eds.),
The Anthropological Study of Play: Problems
and Prospects, Leisure Press, 1976.;

"~thletics: The Ritual of a Technological
Society", "Playful and Culturally Relative
Aspects of Humor: Introduction", and
liThe Effects of Organized Play Experiences
on Social NormsII (~Jith J.K.Tyler), in H.B.
Schwartzman (Ed.), Play and Culture,
Leisure Press, 1980.;

"Parachuti ng to Skydiving: Process Shi.f"'~'
in a Risk Sport II (with M. Salter), and ~
"Play: A Multiparadoxical PhenomenonII "-
(with A.M. Guilmette), in A.T. Cheska (Ed.)

Pla~ as Context, Leisure Press, 1981.;'Pl ayi ng to Grow and Growing to Pl ay"
(with A.M. Guilmette), in J.W. Loy (Ed.),
The Paradoxes of Plat, Leisure Press, 1982.

In addition," Duth,e continues to haunt
and taunt the TAASPmeetings, as well as
the TAASPNewsletter editor.

Duthie has been keenly interested in
identifying the play elements in sport.
His recent article in ACTION,entitled
"Minor Sport: A Major Social Institution"
examines the functions of organized minor
sport in today's society. Duthie questions
the harmful as well as beneficial outcomes
of adult regulated minor sport in the
socialization of our children.

More recently, Duthie's experimental
interests have taken him to the other end
of the developmental spectrum--old age.
(I could have predicted the inevitability
of Duthie eventually doing a study with
subjects more empathic to his own
Weltanschauung.) Preliminary results
from his 1i fe-s tyl e and expectanci es s tu"':r



reveal that +65 yr, olds report greqter
life satisfaction than younger older
adults; and males (a ~carce commodtty' 1'n
the sample) are more likely than their
female counterparts to dts-ti'09utsh between
superfluous and moti'vated behaviours,
a relationship consistent with their early
1ife work ordomesti'c patterns. Purther,
and perhaps most intriguing, those elders

\ ~~ society who remain socially independent,
~y continue to do so, by being playful.

Congratulations to the 1983 TAASPFellows,
Jay Beckwith and James H. Duthie.

Contribution -- Norbeck

The first in this series of contributions
to this Newsletter comes from Edward Norbeck.
His article represents a poignant and
humorous account of his life-long interest
in play. Norbeck is one of our "pioneers"
in TAASP. He is Professor-Emeritus at
Rice University, Austin, Texas, where he
organized and chaired the famous Rice
University Seminar on the Anthropological
Study of Play in 1973, from which the
monograph developed and was published in
1974. Professor Norbeck has served on the
TAASPCouncil (Member-at-Large) and is a
TAASPFellow (1977). Also, he presented
TAASP's 1st Keynote Address (Detroit,
Michigan) entitled, "Johan Huizinga and
the Study of Play". I attended this
Keynote Address and was impressed that a
Canadian Swede living in Texas could provide
a relatively unchallenged pronunciation of
a Dutch historian--Huizinga. (I trust my
written pronunciation would meet with his
approval.) Additionally, I attended the
Notre Dame, Indiana TAASPmeetings, where
Professor Norbeck amusingly related part
of his story which follows:

PLAYFUL REASONS FOR STUDYING PLAY--A
PERSONAL ACCOUNT

I have been asked to state the reasons
for my interest in the study of human play.
Presumably such "reasons" or stimuli exist,
but they are hard to identify with certainty.
Surely, part of the stimulus arose in early
childhood, continuing through adolescence,

~dulthood ~nd~ 1qrgely unqbqted, ~nto my
pre$ent stqge of1ife~ Which mqy frankly
be descri~ed a~ old age. In short, my
personal history ts a long chronicle of
mi.'nor problems connected with my proc 1i vi ty
to play, all tn contexts that have nothing
to do wi'th scho1 arly or scientifi c interests
in the nature of play. In adult life,
scholarly interest in play did indeed arise,
as must be obvious from my record of
professional activities. Specific stimuli
for my scientific interest in play might
reasonably be described as intellectual,
curiosity about a matter largely ignored
by the scientific world but which seemed
to me of vital importance to understand
if the goal of research in anthropology
and the social sciences in general as well
as various branches of biology were in
fact to understand human nature. However,
these stimuli to study play appear to be
related to my non-scholarly problems with
play. I shall describe some of the
incidents of childhood and adolescence as
well as specific events of later life that
piqued a scholarly interest in human play.

I love to play but, as might be expected,
my forms of play are not those of everyone
else. Moreover, my love of play is
tempered by my being a victim of the
psychiatric syndrome we have long called
the Protestant ethic. Despite being
irreligious, I suffer from diffuse anxiety
whenever my play--even a coffee break--
continues for "too long" a period. This
circumstance I regard as the doings of
my parents. As Swedish immigrants to
Canada, where I was born, their lives had
brought them into intimate contact with
the strictures on play in the teachings
of John Calvin and Martin Luther.
Neither of my parents could play without
subsequently paying a toll in psychological
dis-ease, something akin to guilt. I noted
early in life that on the uncommonoccasions
when my mother escaped her bonds and truly
played, enjoyed herself, she visibly
suffered for several days afterward for
her unseemly behavior. I learned early,
too, that the Christian God was stern and
unplayful. Whenevermy many sisters and
brothers and I made sounds of merriment
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on Sunday, there WilSi\l~~ys. ~.~trc;>n9
admonition, "Shhh~ Jtt~ Sundqr\ My'
private decision was that it w~s time to
get another God.

My first year in public school was a
trial, for my teacher as well as myself.
I played in class in many ways and seem
to have thought it quite permissible to
roam about the room, joining other
children at their seats from time to time.
In retrospect, it seems that daily I was
subjected to the form of physical punishment
current at the time. Called before the
class to the teacher's desk, I was made to
hold out both hands, palms up, which the
teacher then struck sharply several times
with a ruler. I don't think I ever truly
understood what my offenses were, and my
teacher, Miss Webster, came to represent
for me a large, dark, hairy--that wisp of
dark mustache--and malignant spider waiting
to pounce upon me.

Similar problems continued. Myworld
seemed to contain many people who were
not simply non-players but strong opponents
of play. When I was fourteen, one of these
opponents was a Swiss farmer, amember of
a fundamentalist religious sect, who engaged
my elder brother and me to aid with farm
tasks for a period of a few weeks. Silent
and unsmiling, Mr. Jacot would periodically
come to inspect the quality of our work,
and would often find me doing such things
as pretending I was a rooster by standing
atop a haystack, flapping my arms, and
doing a raucous parody of a rooster crowing.
WhenMr. Jacot took us back to our home
at the end of the work, he helpfully told
my mother, "I think the younger one is a
little crazy".

I had just turned sixteen when I finished
high school, eager to go on to college.
The year was 1931, the depth of the great
depression, and no money for college was
available. I made a visit to the college
I had decided upon, with the hope that I
could find employment there enabling me to
attend the school. I was told, in those
days before "custodians" existed, that the
only employment for which I qualified was
as a janitor on the university premises,

that the pa~ was 25 cents per hour, and
that a WaHlng 1tst of 200 s.tudents was
ahead of me. Reali:zi'ng that 1 had to
develop some marketable capabi'lity, I .........
enrolled in a business college in Spokane,
Washington in a year's course that I
completed in five months, supporting myself
5y odd jobs of various kinds but still
finding much time to play. Upon graduation,
r knew bookkeeping, could typewrite well
over 80 words per minute, and took shorthand
at court reporter's speed. It seemed that
I was eminently employable except for the
fact that I was still sixteen years of age.
On the advice of one of my instructors, my
age was advanced to 22 or 23--1 have
forgotten which--and my clothing became the
conservative garb of a young lawyer or banker,
replete with a hat at all times. A few
days before my seventeenth birthday I was
engaged as secretary to an officer of the
Federal land Bank of a four-state district
and, after a few months, promoted to head-
ship of a department of about 50 clerks
and stenographers, the youngest of whom
was two or three years older than I. I
had aged visibly, but not in all ways. For
the most part, I was able to control or
mask my impulses to play during working -
hours--but not always.

My friend Alice, 20 years of age, worked
in another department. Alice had her own
form of play, which she was able quite
successfully to combine with her working
day. Alice the Mad Hatter, as she came
to be called by her fellow employees with
a tone of amused fondness rather than
derision, received a monthly salary of
$70, of which she allocated about one-half
each month for the purchase of a new hat.
The buying power of $35 was then great and
her hats were magnificient creations that
gave pleasure to many people. Some of her
monthly editions were great aviaries of the
plumage of most of the presently endangered
species of birds and many others were
herberia of tropical flowers, English garden
flowers, or immodest panoramas of violets
and other seemingly modest blossoms. In
addition to costume, Alice liked other forms
of play and soon joined me in addiction to
the leapfrog syndrome. When boredom over-
took me, I sometimes telephoned Alice for

c:



a round of leapfrog, whlch we performed tn
a giant ftllng room to whlch only ~ few
persons had keys. Altce and I ~la'y€d i,'n
the wide aisles between rows of tall ftli~g
cases, out of sight from the doorway in
case anyone should enter. We did nothing
but play leapfrog, but no such explanation
could be given to Mr. Becker, the treasurer
of the bank and one of the few people in
addition to myself with a key to the room,
when he silently entered and came upon
Alice and me in full flight. His face a
display of baffled astonishment, he asked
me to come to his office. Knowing that no
explanation was possible, I offered none,
and I was told sternly to behave in a way
appropriate to my position.

Soon afterward, the leapfrog syndrome
again struck, when I went dinner-dancing
at the city's largest hotel with a girl of
my age, she in a long, formal gown and high-
heeled dancing slippers and I in a tuxedo.
We dined and danced until closing time at
1:00 a.m. and then sought a taxi, which we
were told would require a wait of a half-
hour. To pass the time we decided, at my
suggestion, to play leapfrog on the street
by the entrance to the hotel. To my admi-
ration, my partner dexterously grasped her
long skirt with one hand, leaped by placing
the other hand on my back, and, on landing,
skillfully balanced herself on her high heels.
Our pleasure ended when a police car with
two officers drove up. Wewere ordered into
the car, one of the officers adding, IIAh,
somebody slapped them in the face with a
wet bar towel II. Taken to the police station,
we were interrogated in puzzlement about
our behavior. When it became clear that
we had had nothing alcoholic to drink and
no statute prohibiting leapfrog could be
found, the officers drove us to our homes
with the parting message, IINowremember,
no leapfrog on the streets in the early
hours of the morning: II I think that by
this time I had begun to learn the forms
of play that were acceptable.

Acting now on the assumption, with which
most readers will agree, that the most
influential factors in our lives are often
our early experi ences, I sha 11 here dismi ss;- the topic of such events and my social

problems. w5th play. Jmpul$es to play
unconventi~nal'y conttnue but they have
now long b.een pri.martly cerebral, vicarious
experi'ences of my imagination.

A number of incidents arising in the
cour~e of my work as an anthropologist I
see clearly stimulating my interest in
playas a phenomenon worthy of investigation.
Various of these incidents have to do with
inversions of behavior, acts that I have
called rites of reversal, and their signi-
ficance. Long ago I attended in a back-
woods community of Japan the mid-summer
Buddhist festival of Bon, during which
dancing is traditional. As time passed in
my observation of the dancing by the towns-
people, I became aware that nearly all of
the hundreds of participants, young and
old, were wearing the clothing of the
opposite sex, a custom which I learned had
once been commonbut had become nearly
extinct in the nation. Naively, I asked
the people why they dressed in this way.
Their replies were either, IIThat's the
way we do itll or III don't know, but it's
fun". Later inquiry of noted Japanese
scholars yielded smaller results; they had
no answers. Similarly, inquiry of noted
scholars brought no explanation of an
episode of reversal in one of the Shinto
myths of Japan. The sun goddess, Amaterasu-
o-Mikami, becomes gravely offended when
her mischievous youngest brother, Susanoo-
no-Mikoto, throws into her living quarters
the skin of a horse "flayed with a back-
ward flaying". In anger, she retires to
the depths of a cave and light leaves the
world until she is finally lured out by
other gods.

Later research in the course of my
study of religion revealed a worldwide
abundance of institutionalized practices
of reversal and also the realization that
although, as in the Shinto myth, reversals

. might mean heinous sacrilege they also

1 often had other meaning. Many of theseI rites were seen to be preeminently forms
of play, periods in the normal routine of
life when everyday conventions were set
aside, turned upside down, so that the
otherwise forbidden became temporary norms,
performed with impunity as forms of play
with a make-believe quality. I also
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became well aware tha,t the form~ 91 plq1
prevailing in Japan and in everyotner
society were fundamentally alike but
neverthel ess di,'ffered markedly from each
other in particul ars, such as tn tYfles
of games and sports, and tnat these
differences related to other aspects
of the cultures of the societies. 05~
servable inter-societal differences in
modes of pl ay evoked many questions, as
did similarities. The fundamental unity
of human play in all societies led to
curiosity and speculation about its
biological significance or adaptive value
to both human beings and all other forms
of life that play. This large question
led to a veritable skein of questions
that often formed a network of related
topics.

A non-playful experience of adult-
hood further aroused my interest in the
adaptive value of play and in its
temporal relationships to other behavior,
a subject with many facets that, among
other things, had taken modern researchers
into split-brain research. Critically
ill with internal hemorrhaging, I
received emergency surgery and was hos-
pitalized for three weeks. During that
period I was fed intravenously, received
several dozen transfusions of blood, and
was effectively immobilized in bed by a
catheter and tubes in my mouth, nose,
and both arms. The three weeks remain in
my memory as the most grueling experience
of my life, an endless session of almost
sleepless, torturing monotony. I respond
poorly to sedatives, so that I slept little,
and I could scarcely change the position
of my body because of the manytubes. I
came to envision myself as being on an
endless plain, entirely devoid of vege-
tation, unrelievedly flat as plate glass,
and totally unvaried in color or any other
feature. In this arena of horrid monotony
I was forced to plod endlessly toward an
ever-changing horizon. During the three
weeks I received no food or drink orally,
of course, and I began to have fantasies
about food. I grew to want most of all a
simple bowl of chicken soup. '!Want" is
an inadequate word; I yearned for the
soup. Just before my discharge from the
hospital I received my first food by mouth,
a cup of chicken broth made with a boui-
llion cube. Relieved of my tubes, I sat

on the edge pf ]TItbed $Aypring the cup
of brotht horrible t~sttng but at the'
Sametime symholica.llyglort\>us and
tftereby del1ci"otJ~. To scholars of play'"
I think the relevance of this tale is
not cryptic. I learned by personal
experience something about sensory dep-

I rivation and the importance to human

~ well-being of varied behavior, includingthe variations brought by meals, coffee

L
breaks, and, of course, the breaks in
pace afforded by play.

As with my tale of hospitalization,
the scholarly implications of other
matters related in the preceding para-
graphs are doubtless clear to anyone
familiar with research on the subject of
human play. One topic has led to
another; that is, curiosity about one
matter led to investigation which, in
turn, led to other topics in a sequence
that, for me at least, has no foreseeable
end. Beginning my interest in playas a
cultural-social anthropologist, I long
ago went into other realms of study, to
questions properly within the fields of
biology, neurophysiology, linguistics,
psychiatry, aesthetics, and still other
scholarly and scientific disciplines--
all in connection with the study of play:
Metaphorically, I can say that it is
astonishing what a little leapfrog may do.

'-'"

Contribution -- Sutton-Smith

Rather than his presidential address,
The Masks of Play, Brian Sutton-Smith
has submitted a synopsis from the eighth
TAASPproceedings, appropriately titled,
The Masks of Play, which is to be pub-
lished through Leisure Press.

~noPs6sTHE SKS F PLAY
BYBrian Sutton-Smith and Diana Kelly-Byrne
University of Pennsylvania

This work, based on the 1983 Pro-
ceedings of the Anthropological Asso-
ciation for the Study of Play, reviews
various studies of play in festivals,

[adult games, child play, and animal play.

\

It comes to the conclusion that play is
, an archaic language, through which

1 animals and humans communicate with each
other in such a way as to express the

n
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non-adaptive, non-normative side of their
natures. By this expression they in-
tegrate it with their more adaptive or
proper selves. This more total communi-
cation both within themselves and between
players, results in a great communality
of meaning amongst those who play. This
theory unites the view of Bateson that
play is a paradox with the theory of
Freud that it is a disguise. The authors
suggest that it might help to call this a
theory of playas paraguise, in order to
hold in the one theoretical grasp the view
that play is both a form of metacommuni-
cation and a form of disguised expression.
It is neither good nor bad in itself, it
is a mediator. Unfortunately in this
century the character of this function has
itself been disguised by a cultural need
to idealize and socialize the character
of most childhood activities, at the same
time as they have been trivialized and
regarded as disjunctive with adult acti-
vities of a similar sort. It is argued
that adults, like children, express and
communicate themselves in the same
archaic way.*
The Cover

The cover should show two Greek The-
atre Masks in outline intersecting with
the title MASKSOF PLAY, which should
stand out saliently from the more slender
outlines of the masks.

Contribution -- AALR

The mission statement and goal state-
ments from the AALR (American Association
for Leisure and Recreation) were sub-
mitted by Edsel Buchanan, Chair, AALR,
Committee on Play. This Committee met
during AALRMinneapolis-St. Paul, April
8- 11, 1983.

Mission Statement
for the

AALR

Committee on Play

The purposes of the AALRCommittee on
Play are:

(a) To investigate the role of play in
American society and human culture

(b) To seek deeper understanding of
play in the development of the
individual both physiologically
and psychologically

(c) To determine the environmental
conditions which best support play
and to provide suggested improve-
ments for existing conditions

(d) To share the knowledge of play with
others with a special focus on those
who can best effect change

(e) To advocate for the child's right
and activities needed to play

While addressing ourselves most specific-
ally to the continued improvement of play
experiences available to children and
youth, the Committee on Play will continue
to maintain professional liaisons with
the AALRand AAHPERDas a whole.

Goal Statements
for the

Committee on Play

A. Role of Plal

The multiple purposes of play
and its role in development
and learning will be discussed.

2. The role of playas a system of
social integration will be des-
cribed.

1.

3. The role of playas a situa-
tiona1ly based phenomenonthat
brings the player to the edge of
unitary or wholistic function will
be discussed.

4. The role of playas a therapeutic
tool will be discussed.

B. D~velopmental Ramifications

1. The manner in which players
process and organize information
during play will be described.

2. The potential for the play setting
to provide improved motor (phy-
siological), social, emotional



functioning through emerging play
patterns will be described.

C. Environmental Conditions

1. Suggested improvements for upgrading
the quality of play setting exper-
iences will be documented.

2. The design requirements for play
spaces and play structures will be
documented.

3. The function and purpose of equip-
ment, apparatus and toys, for use
in educational and recreational
play settings will be addressed.

4. The utilization of durable; econ-
omical and safe materials in play
equipment apparatus and toys will
be investigated.

D. Communicationof Issues

1. Regular opportunities to produce,
distribute and present educational
materials concerning the importance
and function of quality play exper-
iences and their settings will be
sought.

2. Communication techniques and pro-
cedures designed to uphold the
goals and objectives of play will
be designated for possible use.

E. Advocac1and Adult Roles

1. The appropriate leadership function
in education and recreational play
settings will be discussed.

I 2. Adult expectations for play and
their effect on children will be
defined.

Contribution -- Program Chair

This program evaluation was submitted
by Kendall Blanchard, President of TAASP.

Confessions of a Program Chair

TAASP's 1983 annual meetings were des-
tined to be great. Whenyou are meeting
in Louisiana at Mardi Gras time it is hard

to lose. Ed Bruner and the American
Ethnological Society, Miles Richard-
son and the Southern Anthropological
Society, and our own Anna Nardo made
significant contributions to those
odds. Despite resistance from the
forces of winter in the Northeast,
which resulted in 60 "no-shows," over
300 persons participated in the com-
bined sessions. The end result was
a success.

~

As program chai~ I was particu-
larly interested in the issue of ses-
sion quality and attendance. With this
in mind, I developed a one~page evalu-
ation form and enlisted the help of
several not-so-willing volunteers who
assumed the responsibility for evalu-
ating the 18 sessions. Ten (10) of the
evaluation forms were returned to me.
The ten sessions covered included 43(55%)
of the 80 TAASPpapers scheduled. Att-
endance during each of the individual
papers varied from as few as three to
as many as 30 with an average of 19.2.
Time of presentation ranged from 11
to 45 minutes (average, 20.7). The
evaluators were generous in their
appraisal of individual presentations;
only one "0" was awarded for "style"
(the presenter read the paper, smoked,
mumbled into his beard, braided his
ponytail, and never looked up at the
audience during the 45 minute presen-
tation). The average style grade was
3.29; content, 3.10. In other words,
most were adjudged solid "B" presenta-
tions. In their evaluation of total
sessions, the critics ranked the ten
sessions between "average" and "good"
in each of the four categories: co-
hesiveness, timing, audience partici-
pation, and overall quality.

The evaluations, in additon to the
written comments regarding perceived
strengths and weaknesses, provide some
insight into the mechanics of profess-
ional meetings in general and the TAASP
sessions in particular. There are
several problem areas:

1. Sessions attendance.

Very seldom does one present a paper
at a professional meeting and not feel



disappointed at the size of the audience.
Invariably, the empty chairs outnumber
those occupied. This is especially hard
on the first-time presenter who walks
into the conference room and sees more
water pitchers than people. Then, the
three empty faces sitting there get up
and leave, one of them muttering, "We
thought Marvin Harris was in here." But,
how does one keep this from happening?
Attendance may have something to do with
scheduling. The best attended sessions
seem to be those on the morning of the
first day; the worst, those late on the
last day. However, the figures from the
evaluation forms do not suggest a direct
correlation. They do suggest that organ-
ized sessions are better attended than
the volunteered paper sessions, but this
also may be a function of scheduling;
organized sessions are frequently the
only TAASPevent during a particular time.
Suggestions? I think it would be fun to
experiment with novel paper-presenting
arrangements. Increase informality,
develop new forms of audience involve-
ment, or keep the bars closed until six
o'clock.

2. Program Cohesiveness.

The difference between the organized
and volunteered paper sessions is obvious
here. The evaluators often expressed con-
cern over the diversity of papers that
were presented in the same sessions, even
though imaginative discussants usually
find a commonthread.

3. Audience ParticiQation.

Most of the sessions were crowded with
the presentations themselves. There were
often questions, but no time to ask them,
much less address them. In one case, a
successful discussion was reported, but
it only happened when the discussant al-
lowed the session to spillover into the
next hour.

4. ParticiQant Commitment.

It was noted that some of the present-
ers were not membersof the organization
and that such membership should be a pre-
requisite for annual meeting participation.
Perhaps, steps should be taken to insure

that this is minimized in future meetings.

The annual meeting is one of TAASP's
primary means of communication. I think
we have to take it seriously and con-
tinue to look for ways to increase the
effectiveness of the idea exchange that
is supposed to go on in such circles.
If you have suggestions for next year's
meetings, contact Barney Mergen.

Contribution -- Mergen

The following verse was submitted
by Barney Mergen, President~Elect for
TAASP:

Speculations on the Origin of a Proverb

Pony stew
among the Sioux
was never served to guests.
For them the chiefs reserved the flesh
of several kinds of pests.
Whenwhite men came the tribe turned out,
the children lit the log.
They always knew the squaws would be
putting on the dog.

Girls I know
go out in snow
in fox and mink and ermine,
while others choose to wrap themselves
in cheaper kinds of vermin.
My date was dressed in muffs and furs,
we stepped into the fog,
little did I know that she was
putting on the dog.

Clever cats
their canine friend
would sometimes gently tease,
about the imminent invasion
of super killer fleas.
When Rover died of simple fright,
his master was agog,
he never knew the cats has been
putting on the dog.

,"



Contribution -- Cheska

The following submission from Alyce
Taylor Cheska appeared in the Illiniweek,
February 10,1983. The poem, reprinted
with permission, is written by Leslie
Lipson, Professor of Political Science at
the University of California at Berkeley:

Oh give me your pity~
11mon a committee,
Which means that from morning to night

We attend and amend
And contend and defend
Without a conclusion in sight.

We confer and concur,
We defer and demur,
And reiterate all of our thoughts.

We revise the agenda
With frequent addenda
And consider a load of reports.

We compose and propose,
We suppose and oppose,
And the points of procedure are fun;

But though various notions
Are brought up as motions,
There's terribly little gets done.

We resolve and absolve;
But we never dissolve,
Since it's out of the question for us

To bring our committee
To end like this ditty,
Which stops with a period - thus.

TAASPNewsletter Index

Jan Rosenberg (Ithaca, NewYork) pro-
vided us (TAASPNewsletter, Summer, 1981)
with an index. of TASSPNewsletters, Vol-
ume 1 to 6. Here again is Jan's valiant
and arduous efforts, in which you'll see
an update for Volumes 7 to 9:2 (Winter,
1982). In this index, Jan has prepared
a more detailed table of contents, and
the abstracts have been separated from
the rest of the Newsletter material. As
editor, I greatly appreciate this enorm-
ous undertaking by Jan, as such an index
helps to guide the direction of future
editions.

7:1 (FALL), 1980

Anderson, W.W., "Asian Traditional
Games and Sports Conference," 13,
International News ""- ~

Beckwith, Jay, "State of the Pl ay-
ground Industry," 12-13 Article.

Berger, John, "Animal Nonfarm," 4,
Article.

DeKoven, Bernie, liOn Purpose," 20-22,
Article

Farrer, Claire, "Secretary's Notes'"
22-25, Secretary's Notes

Klonsky, Bruce G. "Review of John Loy,
et al, Sport and Social Systems," 18,
Book Review.

Klonsky, Bruce G., "Review" of F.L.
Smoll and R. E. Smith, Psychological
Perspectives in Youth Sports, 19, Book
Review .

Renson, Rolan, liThe Renaissance of Play
in France?", 13-16 International News.

Rosenberg, Jan, "Excerpts from IIFrom
Pil es of Sand to Monkey-bars, II 9-12,
Article.

",

Sutton-Smith, Brian, liThe Playground
as a ZOO," 4-7, Article.

Sutton-Smith, Brian, "Books About Play-
grounds," 7-8, Books

TAASP, "Annual Conference Information,
1-3.

Townshend, Phillip, "Reviewof CLR

James, Befond a Boundar~, 17, BookReview. ownshend, Phi11i p, "Review"
of Jean-Marie Brohm,~ort: A Prison
of Measured Time, 17-18, BookReview

7:2 (WINTER), 1980

Preliminary Program, TAASPSeventh Annual
Conference, 3-8

ABSTRACTS for MEETING

12
Abt, Vicki, liThe Appeal of Race Track



Gambling: The Track as a Social System for
Play," 14.

Alford, Kathleen, F. "Patterns of Play
Between Parents and Children: Determinants
of Joking and Playful Interaction," 14-15.

W Alford, Richard, "The Determinants of Play
f'd Partnerships AmongAdults," 15-16.

Allison, Maria T. liThe Content of Navajo
Basketball: Sources of Control by Navajo
and Anglo Social Systems," 16.

Anderson, W.W. "Identity and Cohesion:
Southeast Asian Traditional Games and
Sports Movements," 16.

Bamberg, Michael, "Metaphor and Play
Interaction in Young Children," 16-17.

Beran, Jan, "Play in Nigeria: A Pictorial
and Descriptive Analysis," 17.

Blanchard, Kendall, "Anthropology as a
Perspective on Sport Evolution," 17-18.

Bruya, L.D. The Play Environment Assess-
ment Instrument," 18.

Budwig, Nancy, et a1 ., "Mommy,Let Me Pl ay
With My Friend~: The Mechanics and Products
of Peer Play," 18.

\;'1 Cavallo, Dom, "Sex Roles and Team Games: A
,~ Study in Cultural Symbols," 18.

Clark, Mark ~J. "Social Learning and Ritua-
lized Play in Two Cultures (Japan and the
United States)", 18-19.

Conn, Stephen, liThe Social Context of Pin-
ball: The Making of a Setting and Its
Ettiquette," 19.

Cordes, Kathleen A., "Sport of the Aztec
and MayaIndians," 20.

Dew, Margaret, "An Appl ication of Game
Theory as an Analytical Tool in Ethnology:
Identifying IBig Man' Phenomenon as a Two
Person Non-Zero Sum Game, II 20-21.

Dew, Margaret, "Sport as Ritual and Its
Applications as a Vehicle for Sexual
Dominance," 21.

Duda, Joan L. and Allison, Maria T. "Var-
iation in Achievement Values: Race, Sex
and Situational Influences," 21-22.

Duthie, James and Innerd, Wilfred, "Star-
ting Blocks: An Experiment in Play Ways
to Learn", 22.

Eisen, George, "Gamesand Pastimes on the
Western Frontier: 'Unlimitation' of
Possibilities," 22.

Farrer, Claire, "Playing With Tradition,"
22-23.

Fiscella, Joan, "Daydreamsas Interpretation,"
23.

Fowler, Curt L. and Bruya, L.D., liThe Ef-
fects of Differing Levels of Complexity
on the Equipment Usage and Non-Usageof
Three -, Four -, and Five-Year Old Chil-
dren," 23-24.

Gelpman, Susan, "Communicative Aspects of
Peer Play Activities," 24.

Gabbard, Carl P., "Outdoor Play Apparatus
Experience and Muscular Development Among
Children 3-5," 24-25.

Genta, Maria L., et al. "Sequential Ana-
lysis of Play and Non-Play Behaviors in
3-6 Year Old Children," 25.

Gorfain, Phyll is, "Hamlet 1s Pl ay: The
Tragedy of Ludic Revenge," 25-26.

Guerin, Kathleen D. "Genius at Play: An
Analysis of Richard Buckminster Fuller1s,
It Came To Pass, Not to Stay," 26.

Guilmette, A.M. and Duthie, J. "Deceipt
and Deception: In Search of a Human
Releasor Mechanism~", 26.

Gustafson, Marilyn, "Anti -School Parodies
of liThe Battle Hymnof the Republic" and
liOnTop of Old Smokey" as Speech Play and

~')



Social Protest," 26.

Harri s, Janet C., "Pri de and Fever: Inter-
pretive Analyses of Two University Sport
Promotion Themes," 26-27.

Hilliard, Daniel C., liThe Black Presence
in American Sport: A Speculative Interpre-
tation," 27.

Hopkins, R. and Gabbard, C., "Movement
Activity Levels on Traditional and Contem-
porary Playground Structures," 27-28.

Horn, Pierre L., "Puer Ludens: La Guerre
des Boutons, or War as Fun and Games," 28.

Hughes, Linda A., "Beyond the Rules of the
Game: Rules for Rules," 28.

Kelly-Byrne, Diana, "Play and Intimacy,"
29.

Lancy, David F., "Play, Learning, and the
Signal to Noise Ratio," 29.

Lempka, Grzegorz, liThe Influences of Sele-
cted Personality Traits on Leisure Models
of Elderly and Geriatric Persons," 29.

Martin, Richard, "Play in Contemporary Art:
The Sequence of Joseph Corne11," 30.

McGhee, Paul, et a1., "The Effects of Level
of Toy Structure on Preschool Children's
Pretend Play," 30.

Mechling, Jay, "Ernest Thompson Seton's
Use of Native American Games," 30.

Mergen, Bernard, "Children Slave and Free,"
31.

Nardo, Anna K., "From Ritual to History:
Royalists and Puritans at Play", 31.

Nilsen, Donald L., "Linguistic Rule Breaking:
An Aspect of Adult Language Pl ay," 31-32.

Patterson, Patrick, "Design Consideration
for Adapting Existing Playgrounds For
Use by Handicapped Children," 32.

Rinzler, Kate, "Child-Advocate-Change
Agent: Two Rules for Researcher into

Chil dren' s Culture," 32.

Roberts, John M., "Expressive Complementa-. J
rity i n Racket Ba11," 32. -./

Rosa, Patri ci a, "Cultura1 Toys: The -
Developmentof Anthropological Playthings
as an Education Resource," 33.

Rundstrom, Ronald W., "Symbolic Transference;
A Visual Anthropologist Looks at a Role of
Toys in Culture," 33.

Salter, Michael A., "Ball Games and Ball
Courts of the Pre-Columbian Maya," 33-34.

Schwartzman, Helen B., "Chil d Structured
Pl ay ," 34.

Sedgwick, Rae and Hildebrand, Susan, "Play
Behaviors of the Hospitalized Child as
Indices of Wellness," 34.

Smith, James F., "Casino Gambling: Risk,
Ritual and Reward," 34-35.

Smith, Michael and Canino, James, "Compe-
tition in Senior League Baseball: An - ~
Umpire's Viewpoint," 35. ~

Stanaland, Peggy, "Tarahumara Runners in
1928 Olympics: A Cultural Encounter With
Stami na," 35-36.

Stewart, MD, Charles and Louis, "Play,
Games, and Stages of Development: A
Contribution Toward a Comprehensive Theory
of Play, II 36.

Stewart, MD, Louis, "The Play-Dream Conti-
nuum and the Categories of the Imagination,"
36-37.

Sutton-Smi th, Bri an, "The Newleal and
Pl ayground, 1840-1950," 37.

Swann, Christine P., "Play: The Universal
Language," 37.

~Jeilbacher, Regina, "International Images
of Children at Play: Postal Stamps for the
International Year of the Child," 37.

Weilbacher, Regina, "The Play of Amish-
Mennonite Chi1dren ," 38.

.
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7:2 (WINTER), 1980--Continued

Sutton-Smith, Bri an, "Noti ce" on Robert
Fagen, Animal Play Behavior, 2.

Sutton-Smith, Bri an, "Noti ce II on Robert
D. Strom, Growing Through Play: Readings
for Parents and Teachers, 2.

7:3 (SPRING), 1981

Auerbach, Stevanne, "Overview for the Toy
Book", Overview, 17-18.

Farrer, Claire, "TAASPMinutes, Seventh
Annual Business Meeting," 9-10.

Farrer, Claire, "Book Review" of Brian
Sutton-Smith, The Folkstories of Children,
16-17.

Howard, Dorothy, "Response to TAASPRecog-
nition Award", 6-9.

Sutton-Smith, Bri an, "TAASPRecogni ti on
Award Presentation to Dorothy Howard",
2-6.

TAASP, "Membership List, 1980-81," 10-16.

7:4 (SUMMER),1981

Cheska, Alyce 1., "TAASPOfficers from
1974-1982," 20.

Cosbey, Robert C., "Notice" for All in

Together Girls: Skip~ing Songs from
Regina Saskatchewan, Book Notice, 16.

Griffin, Penelope, "Notice" on The Rela-
tionship Between Status and Sociodramatic
Play AmongBlack Kindergarten Children,
Genetic Psychological Monographs, 16.

Larson, Karen, "Children's Verbal Art as
Social Apprenticeship," Article, 1-6.

Rosenberg, Jan, "TAASPNewsletter Index,
Volumes 1-6," 6-16.

TAASP, "Missing Page from Membership List,
1980-81," 19.

US Consumer Safety Commission, "General
....

Guidelines for Newand Existing Playgrounds,
Vol. I," Notice, 16.

US Consumer Safety Commission, "Technical
Guidelines for Equipment and Surfacing,
Vol. 2," Notice, 16.

WHIM(Western Humorand Irony Membership),
"Tentati ve Program, Conference on Linguis-
tic Humor," 16-18.

8:1 (FALL), 1981

Blanchard, Kendall, "Course Outline for
Anthropology 426/526, The Anthropology of
Sport, II 3.

Department of Kinesiological Studies,
"Announcement of Master of Science in
Kinesiological Studies, II Texas Christian
University, Announcement,4.

McPherson, Barry, "Extract from the North
American Society for the Sociology of Sport
Newsletter," 11-23.

Sutton-Smith, Brian, "A Meeting by Any
Other Name," Points of View, 5-7.

TAASP,"Program Outline for Eighth Annual
Conference in London, Ontario, Canada,"
Conference Information, 8-10.

8:2 (WINTER), 1982

Reprint of 8:1 without the extract from
the North American Society for the Sociol-
ogy of Sport Newsletter.

8:3 (SPRING), 1982

Abstracts: TAASPAnnual Conference

Alford, Richard, liThe Disassociation of
Motive and Function in HumanPlay Behavior,"
14.

A1ford, K. Finnegan, liThe Structuri ng of
Expressive Activities in Four Cultures,"
14.

Allison, Maria 1., "Sport, Socialization,
and Inter-Ethnic Dynamics," 15.

15



Anderson, \>Janni W., IIPlay, Ethn i c Di vers ity
and Intracultural Conununication," 15.

Apprey, Mauri ce, "Vi ci ssitudes of Pl ay in
Child Analysis: A Seven Year Old Boy Tells
His Unique Story, II 15-16.

Barnes, Daniel 1., "A Child's Gardenof
Aggression," 16.

Biersack, Aletta, liOn Pollution and Games,"
16-17.

Bl anchard, Kendall, "Sport Studies and the
Anthropology Curri cul urn,II 17.

Cannizzo, Jeanne, "Play, Performance, and
Social Commentary: Children's Masquerading
in Sierra leone," 17.

Cheifetz, Dan, liThe Marri age of Hork and
Play, II 17-18.

Clark, Mark V. and Vining, Maureen, "Gam-
bling, Gallantry, and Gaming: The World
of the Neighborhood Bar," 18-19.

Dinnewell, Norma, "Children at Play in
Canadian Art: Is This Basic Training for
Survival in Canada?", 19.

Duncan, Margaret C., liThe Platonic Notion
of Duty and a Contemporary View of Play:
Not So Strange Bedfellows, II 19.

Duncan, Margaret C., "\>Jomenand leisure
in Feminist Fiction," 20.

Enerstvedt, Ase, "Play Pattern Among Oslo
School-Children in the Period from 1964
Until Today, II 20.

Evangelista, Anthony J., "Radio Premiums:
Symbols of Play or Reality--An Empirical
Study, II 20-21.

Evenson, Antonya,et al., "Womenin Fes-
tivals, II 21.

Fagen, Robert, liThe Peri 1ous Magic of
Animal Play," 21-22.

Farber, Carole, liThe Comic and the Con-
science: External and Internal States in

Characterization in West Bengali Jatra
Performances," 22.

..

Forbes, Fawzia, "Traditional Gamesand J I
Pasttimes of the Maldives and the laksh-
adweep," 22.

Fox, Steven, "Pl ay as a Mechanism for
Ethnic Group Identification and Boundary
Maintainance," 23.

Golliher, Jeff, "Reality Realms in a Ritual
Focus: Folk Interpretations of a Complex
Event in Urban North America," 23.

Guilmette, Ann Marie, "Psychosocial Play
and Humor Judgments: Increasing levels
of Cognitive Complexity?", 23.

Harris, Janet C., "It~s Fun--At least Most
of the Time: Making Sense of Youth Baseball
\4ith Pl ayers from Two Teams,II 23-24.

Jennings, K. D., and Curry, Nancy, "Tod-
dl er I s Soci a1 Pl ay, II 24.

Johnsen, E.E.P., and Christie, JamesF.,
"Play and Social Cognition: The Score- ~

board," 24-25. '-'
Kelly-Byrne, Diana, "Play as Trivial, II 25.

Kerr, M.K., and Kelly, B.N., "longitudinal
Changes in Categories of Free Play Behavior
in Young Children, II 25-26.

Klonsky, Bruce G., "Gender Role Orientation
and Recreational Preferences, II 26.

lauer, Mark, et al., "Social Control in
Two Minnesota Festivals," 26-27.

lavenda, Robert, "Festi va1 as Text: Intro-
duction to Conununity Festivals," 27.

lavie, Smadar, liThe Fool--Mzeina Bedouin
of the Sinai, II 27.

Manning, Frank, "Carnival in Canada: The
Reconstruction of a Celebration, II 27-28.

Michelson, Karin, "Two Feminine Prefixes
in Oneida Stories, 28.
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Nardo, Anna K., "Andrew Marve11 IS Metamorphic
P1ay, II 28.

... Nelson, Christopher, et a1., liThe Organiza-
tion of Entertainment: Sun and Festival in
Central Minnesota," 28-29.

Norwood,Jac1ynn, et a1., "A Litt1 e Bit of
Glitter: The Queen Pageant in Central Min-
nesota," 29.

Park" Roberta J., "Boys Into Men--State
into Nation Rites de Passage in College
Footba11, 1890-1905,II 29-30.

Patrick, Maurice, et a1., "Power and Fes-
tiva1," 30.

Reifel, Stuart, "Four Cases of Manifest
Affect in Construction Play, II 30-31.

Renson, Roland, and Smulders, H., "Fo1k
Games and Ethnic Identity: HowFlemish are
the Folk Games of F1anders?", 31.

Schwartzman, Helen B., liThe Power of Play
and the Play of Power in Mental Health
Settings," 31.

Stanaland, Peggy, "Hur1ing: An Irish Cul-
tural Marker," 31.

Tait, Pearl E., "Visua11y Impaired Children's
Competent Performance on Verbal Humor Tasks
Raise Questions as to Reported Lags in
Cognitive Deve1opment," 32.

Tsang, Sarah V.W., "P1ayfu1 Judgments as a
Function of Superiority and Incongruity
Humor," 32.

Tucker, Elizabeth, "Levitation and Trance
Games at Pre-Adolescent Girls' Slumber
Parties, II 32-33.

Watson, Malcom, and Stubbs, Margaret, "A
Scale for Assessing Components of High
Fantasy Play Level in Preschoo1ers," 33.

Weilbacher, Regina, liThe Kindergarten:
Roots of Play in Education," 33-34.

Womack, Mari, "Ath1etes and the Media: An
Anthropological Analysis of Sportswriters, II
34.

8:3 (SPRING)! 1982--Continued

Beran, Jan A., "Minutes of TAASPAnnual
Business Meeting, April 2, 1982," 2-3.

Renson, Roland, "Ninth International Seminar
on Sport, Leisure, and the Fami1y," Sept.
9-13, 1981, Bruges, Conference Report, 12-
13.

Sutton-Smith, Brian, "Obituary for Peter
Opie," 2.

8:4 (SUMMER),1982

Cuzzort, R.P., liThe Fishbein Index: An
Academic Romance,II Art i c1e, 4-11.

Dunleavy, A.O. "Editoria1 View of TAASP,"
1-2.

TAASP, "TAASPNewsletter Policies for
Guest Editors," Policy Statement, 3.

Hall, Elizabeth, "Review" of Dominick
Cavallo, Muscles and Morals: Organized

p~aygrOUndS and Urban Reform, 1880-1920,1 .

Vanderwerken, David, "Review" of Robert J.
and Thorn Higgs, The Athlete in American
Literature, II 29.

Vanderwerken, David, "Review" of Neil D.
Berman, Playful Fiction and Fictional
Players: Game, Sport, and Survival in
Contemporary American Fiction, 20-21.

9:1 (FALL), 1982

TAASP, "Note" on Roger Abrahams, "p1ay and
Games", 5.

B1ancha rd, Kenda11, liThe TAASPCha11enge,
1983," Statement, 13.

Cheska, Alyce Taylor, "TAASP--AP1ayfu1
Narrative of an Eight Vear Old", Presiden-
tial Address, 6-12.

Lombard, Chantal, "Vi11age Training/School
Training: Comments on the Manufacture of
Toys in the Present Society of the Ivory
Coast," Article, 18-22.



Stevens, Phillips, "Review" of G. Whitney
Azoy, Buzkashi: Gameand Power in Afghani-
stan,14-15.

9:2 (WINTER), 1983

TAASP, "Annual Meetings, Preliminary Pro-
gram," 6-10.

Farrer, Claire, "Synchrony in Play,"
Communication, 13.

Miracle, Andy, "Brief Communication,"
Communication, 12-13.

Sutton-Smith, Brian, liThe Australian
Connection," Communication, 11-12.

Sutton-Smith, Brian, "One Hundred Years of
Change in Play Research," Article, 13-17.

Ware, Elai ne, "Review" of James S. Hans,
The Plal Qf the World, 17-18.

Upcoming Conferences
if

June 26-29 CAHPER(Canadian Association
for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation) 183 Conference, Write: C/O
Department of Athletics and Recreation,
University of Toronto, 55 Harbord St.,
Toronto, Ontario, M5S2W6 Canada.

June 29-July 2 International Conference on
Play and Play Environments, Austin, Texas.
For information: Joe L. Frost, Department
of Curriculum, University of Texas, Austin,
TX 78712 U.S.A.

July 2-4 HISPA (International Association
for the History of Physical Education and
Sport) Annual Conference held during World
University Games, July 1-11, 1983, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada. For information: Gerry
Redmond, Department of Physical Education,
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta,
T6G 2H9 Canada.

July 2-4 CESU--Commission for University
Sport (in conjunction with FISU, World
University Games, July 1-11, 1983). Direct
inquiries to: FISU-CESUConference, Univer-
siade 183, P. O. Box 1983, Edmonton, Alber-
ta, T5J 5J5 Canada.

Aug. '14-25 ICAES (International Congress of

Anthropological and Ethnol ogi ca 1 Sciences) I
Canada. Phase I--Quebec City (Aug. 14-17) ~ }Phase II--Vancouver (Aug. 20-25). For Inf~
mation: Executive Secretary, 11th lCAES,
Department of Anthropology, University of
British Columbia, 6303 NWMarine Drive,
Vancouver, B.C., V6T 2B2 Canada.

Aug. 26-30 APA(American Psychological
Association), Anaheim Convention Center,
Anaheimf California, U.S.A. '

September 29-30 ICSPE (International Council
of Sport and Physical Education), "Sport
and Free Time", Piestany, Czechoslovakia.

Oct. 21-23 AES (American Folklore Society),
Annual Meeting, Radisson Plaza, Nashville,
Tennessee, U.S.A.

Oct. 27-30 NASSS(North American Society
for Sociology of Sport), St. Louis, MO.
Fori nformati on: Susan Greendorfer, Depar-
tment of Physical Education, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 61801 U.S.A.

Nov. 16-20 AAA(American Anthropological
)Association). Hyatt Regency Chicago, ,

Chicago, Illinois. Submission deadline:
April 1, 1983. For information: AAA
Headquarters, 1703 NewHampshire Ave. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20009 U.S.A.

1984 Fourth International Conference on
Humor, Tel Aviv University, Israel.

1985 Fifth International Conference on
Humor, College Cork, Ireland.

If you know of upcoming conferences in
your speci alty, drop a note to: Ann Marie
Guilmette, School of Physical Education
and Recreation, Brock University, St.
Catharines, Ontario, L2S 3A1 Canada.

Book Announcements

Glyn C. Roberts, Maria T. Allison, Susan
Greendorfer, Kevin Spink, and Linda Koehler,
"Social Science of Play, Games, and Sport:
Learning Experiences," 1979, HumanKinetics
Publishers, Box 5076, Champaign, Illinois,
61820 U.S.A. .

~ .
lA



"

Elliott M. Avedon and Brian Sutton-Smith,
"The Study of Games" (Reprinted), 1979,
Krieger Publishing, P.O. Box 9542. Melbourne,
Florida, 32901 U.S.A.

Thomas A. Sebeok, "The Pl ay of Musement",
1981, Indiana University Press, Bloomington,
Indiana, 47402 U.S.A.

John Archer, "Bui1di ng for Kids and Adven-
turous Adults", 1982, Oxford Press, Play-
ground Clearing House, Inc., 26 Buckwalter ~

Rd., Phoenixville,PA, 19460 U.S.A.

Susan Dorcas Butt, "Psychology of Sport"
(Reprinted), 1982, Krieger Publishing,
P.O.Box 9542, Melbourne, Florida, 32901
U.S.A.

David J. Staniford, "Natural Movement for
Children", 1982, Guidelines for Parents
and Teachers on Play and Physical Activity,
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, Dubuque,
Iowa U.S.A.

...

Mary A. Boutilier and Lucinda San Giovanni,
"The Sporting Woman," 1983, HumanKinetics
Press, Box 5076, Champaign, Illinois,
61820 U.S.A.

Janet C. Harri s and Roberta J. Park, "Pl ay,
Games, and Sports in Cultural Contexts,"
1983, HumanKinetics Publishers, Box 5076,
Champaign, Illinois, 61820 U.S.A.

David F. Lancy, "Cross-Cultural Studies
in Cognition and Mathematics, 1983,
Academic Press.

Joseph Levy, "Lei sure Today", 1983, The
Back Door Press, P.O. Box 182, Guelph,
Ontario N1H6J9 Canada.

Elliott Oring, "Israeli Humour: The
Content and Structure of the Chizbat of
the Palmah", 1983, SUNY(State University
of NewYork) Press, State University Plaza,
Albany, NY, 12246, U.S.A.

John H. Salmela, "The World Sport Psychology
Sourcebook", 1983, Mouvement Publications,
109 East State St., Ithaca, NY, 14850,
U.S.A.

If you have a review of any of these books,
or would like to do a review for the
Newsletter, send me your contribution.
Also, if you know of other recent worthy
publications that haven't been receiving
the 'play' they deserve, drop me a note.

If you haven't paid your dues, why not do
so today? There's a convenient form for
you on the next page. If you have paid
your dues, Jan Beran and TAASPthank you.

1984 Olympic Scientific Congress
Eugene, Oregon July 19-26, 1984

In July, 1984, TAASPwill hold a meeting
in Eugene, Oregon in conjunction with
the Olympic Scientific Congress. It
is expected that this Congress will
attract over 4,000 participants from
around the world. The theme of the
meeting is Sport, Health and Well-
Being.

Fifteen professional associations, includ-
ing TAASP,have agreed to sponsor ses-
sions at the Congress. In addition, there
will be plenary lectures and interdisci-
plinary sessions, keynote addresses,
social gatherings, opening and closing
ceremonies commensurate with the Olympic
status of the meetings, tours and
recreational opportunities, and a
cultural festival.

TAASPwill sponsor symposia and sessions
of volunteered papers at the Congress,
and invite some internationally recog-
nized scholars to give keynote and
plenary lectires. In addition, there
will be a TAASPbusiness meeting, and
probably more than one social event.

The Congress offers TAASPan opportunity
to achieve additional international
recognition for the organization and to
promote the anthropological study of play.
The Congress is also an exceptional
opportunity for individual scholars to
further their own research programs and
to gain access to scholars from around

10



the world who may be involved in similar
lines of research.

All TAASPmembersare encouraged to submit
an abstract for the program. Please do not
be misled by the title of the Congress, nor
by its theme. Papers on any topic within
the broadly defined field of anthropology
and play are appropriate. Papers need not
address the Olympics, sport, health nor
well-being. Of course papers on these
topics are welcome. but no more so than
topics traditionally addressed at
regular TAASPmeetings.

TAASPmembers may submit abstracts for
the disciplinary TAASPprogram and/or
for one of the interdisciplinary sessions.
The interdisciplinary sessions are:

Aggression and Violence in Sport
Competitive Sport for Children

and Youth
Environmental Factors and Sport
HumanGenetics and Sport
Sport and Aesthetics
Sport and Aging
Sport and Disabled Individuals
Sport and Elite Performers
Sport and Gender
Sport, Health and Nutrition
Sport and Politics
Sport as Recreation and Leisure

The dates for the Congress are July 19-26,
1984. Individuals wishing to organize
a TAASPsymposium should contact Andy
Miracle by September 1, 1983. Please
include a title, list of speakers, and
an abstract of the symposium. Abstracts
for each speaker in a symposium are due
October 15, 1983. Abstracts for volun-
teered papers also are due October 15.

The advance registration fee of $165 is
due March 15. All, participants must be
registered by this date. While the regis-
tration fee is higher than that for a
regular TAASPmeeting, it is not exces-
sive for an international congress of
this scale. In addition to registration,
the fee includes a social hourJ a banquet,

proceedings, and admission to high quality
cultural, social and professional events.

TAASPmembersshould receive a copy of th~ '
comprehensive brochure which includes all
details on the program, the format, pro-
cedures for submitting abstracts, and forms
for registration. If you have not yet
received a copy, you may obtain one by
writing the Olympic Scientific Congress,
1479 Moss Street, Eugene, Oregon 97403.

All TAASPsessions will be held on the
campus of the University of Oregon.
Lodging for TAASPdelegates may be
obtained in the University dormi-
tories at a rate of $35 per day.
This rate includes three meals per
day. This rate is appealing and will
help to off-set the higher than
usual registration fee.

Other housing arrangements are avail-
able for those preferring not to stay
in a dorm. Barry McPherson and I are
recommendingthat TAASP,NASSS,and
ICSS delegates try to obtain rooms
in the same motels. This will not only
promote collegiality but if sufficient
numbers register at the motels we shall
be able to obtain complimentary suites
to use as hospitality rooms and executive
meeting rooms. Therefore, we are recom-
mending that TAASPdelegates select, in
order, 1) the Holiday Inn ($29-44), with
Ho1idrome facilities), and 2) NewOregon
Motel ($45-53). Both are less than one
mile from campus. If you register at one
of these motels, please be sure to
indicate that you are a TAASPdelegate so
that we can qualify for complimentary
rooms.

If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact Andy Miracle. Office:
Department of Sociology, Texas Christian
University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129
(819) 921-7470. Home: 2120 Edwin, Fort
Worth, Texas 76129 (819) 923-3546.



Conference Schedule:

July 19

July 20-21,24-25

Registration, Opening Ceremonies, Banquet

Disciplinary (TAASP)Meetings, Interdisciplinary
Sessions, Keynote Addresses, Cultural Festival

July 23 p.m.

July 26

Keynote Addresses, Cultural Festival

Disciplinary Meetings, Social, Closing Ceremony

Transportation: Information about reduced fares from Europe and points in
North America is available by completing the flight information section of
the Congress registration form.

Call for Papers: Contributions to the meetings must be original and may not
have appeared in print prior to the Congress. All authors are expected to
present their work personally. The 1984 Olympic Scienticis Congress will
retain copyright of the abstracts and papers accepted for presentation. It
is expected that some papers may be published in proceedings.

Organized Symposia: Submit title, list of participants, and symposium abstract
to Andy Miracle by September 1, 1983.

Paper Abstracts: Abstracts for all papers, whether volunteered or as part of
an organized symposium, must be submitted by October 15, 1983. For the TAASP
program send abstracts to: Andy Miracle, Dept of Sociology, Texas Christian
University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129. Abstracts for the Congress' Interdisci-
plinary Sessions should be sent to: 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress, 1479
Moss Street, Eugene, Oregon 97403.

Housing: TAASPdelegates may secure lodging in dorms at $35 per day, which
includes three meals. For motel accomodations, TAASPdelegates should select,
in order, 1) The Holiday Inn ($29-44), or 2) NewOregon Motel ($45-53). All
accomodati.ons can be reserved on the registration form. Be sure to indicate
that you are a TAASPdelegate on your hotel registration form.

Registration: The fee is $165. Students may register for $65 if they are
registered for the University of Oregon summer session.
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Key Dates: October 15, 1983 - Deadline for submitting abstracts

January 15, 1984 - Notification of acceptance

March 15, 1984 - Final registration without late fee
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Renewal0 Type of Membership

Student ($7.50)
Foreign membership:$9.50in u.s. Funds

- lincludin9 $2.00 tor Postage)

~($15.00).
foreign membership $1'7.00 in U:S.Funds

(i-nCiuding$2.00 for Postage' . .

1.1tI ($200.00)

'ns~!utjona! ($20.00)
Pay in U.s. dollars. .(Members from.other
countries, remember to add $2.00 for PostQge)

Students Only:

(A~~aj. Jl'fJU - '198/.-83~ New0

Nam'J (please print)

Eli1 ing~ACiCin:5s

Instit~ion or Agency

Intelests in pla~

Mail: .

b: Dr. Jcr.icc Bcron, .

TAA5P St.:retary-TreosurE:r
300 PE:~

Iowa State University

Ames, Iowa SOOlO

School

...

. . I Signature of facultyadvisoror mem.t)er
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (- - - -
CCPIES OF BACK TAASP NEWSLETTERSmay be orc:ered from Beulah Drom, 707 W. Oregon St., Urbana,
Illinois 61801-. $5.00 +- $1.00 pOstage per volume; $1.50 + $ .50 postage for single ~.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..J

ORDERFORMFORTAASPPROCEEDINGS.

Title and Editors
Trf--AN-THROPOLOGICALSTUDYOF PLAY: PROBLEMS
ANDPROSPECTS(David F. Lancyand B. Allan
Tindall, editors), 1976; 2nd printing, 1977
(Reprinted, 1977 under title THE STUDYOF
PLAY: PROBLEMSANDPROSPECTS
STUDIESIN He: ANTHROPOLOGYOF PLAY: PAPERS
IN ~£MORYOF B. ALLANTINDALL (Phillips
Stevens, Jr., Editor), 1977
PLAY: ANTHROPOLOGICALPERSPECTIVES(Michael
Salter, editor), 1978
PLAY ANDCULTURE(Helen Schwartzman, editor),
1980

# 5 PLAY AS CONTEXT(Alyce Cheska), 1981
# 6 PARADOXESOF PLAY (John Loy), 1982
# 7 THEWORLDOF PLAY (Frank Manning), in press

(Leisure Press offers a 40% price reduction for orders of ten or rrore copies of the books)
Price of Postage and Handling is $1.05 per book.

"10: LEI SUR!:.PRESS,-
P.O. BOX3
~ST POINT, N:H YORK10996

Volume
--# 1-

# 2

# 3

# 4

L..J End osed is payment of

/ / Bill me a total of

Retail
Price
~

$8.95

$8.95

$12.95

$12.95
$12.95

for the above order.

for the above order.

TAASPM~mber No. of
Price Copies
$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$10.95

$10.95
$10.95

Name ACJdress
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~ NEWTAASP T-SHIRTS AVAILABLE
TAASP T-shirts \lith a design ~\ \\ apropos Hardi Gras were prepared for the February meeting in Baton Rouge. The
shlrts are blue and come ln an ~}~L~ assortment of Slzes for adults and chlldren. The adult slzes are: small (34-36),
medium (38-40), large (42-44), and extra large (46-48). The youth sizes are: small (6-8), medium (10-12), and large (14-16)
The shirts cost u.S. $7.50 each. This includes postage for North American destinations. For overseas destinations,
please add an additional U.S. $1.00 for surface delivery or an additional U.S.$4.00 for air mail. Send a cheque or
money order to: Andy Miracle, Dept. of Sociology, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129, USA. please
remit in U.S. dollars or the equivalent Canadian dollars.


